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REMARKS ON THE MONISM, PANTHEISM, AND
DUALISM OF BRAHMANICAL ANDyEORO-
ASTRIAN PHILOSOPHERS. By Sir M. Monier-
WlLLlAMS, K.C.I.E., D.C.L., Boden Professor of Sanskrit,

Oxford.

I
N the present paper I propose to draw the attention of

this Society to the principal monistic, pantheistic, and
dualistic theories of Indian philosophers—whether Brahmans
or Parsis—with the object of pointing out that these theoiies,

although apparently contradictory, are in reality closely con-

nected with each other, as well as with the polytheistic

doctrines and practices of modern Hinduism.
Perhaps other members of this Society may be induced by

my remarks to draw attention to some of the parallel lines of
thought in European systems of philosophy.

I ought at the outset to explain that my observations will

be formded quite as much on the conversations which I had
with living learned men during my travels in India, as on the
ancient philosophical writings of Hindus and Zoroastrians.

Clearly the first difficulty is to settle exactly what is meant
by the terms Monism, Pantheism, and Dualism.

Without pretending to any special knowledge of the philo-

a3
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sophical terms current in Europe, I believe I am right in

stating that Monism is a term which may be fairly used to

express the doctrine that only one Being really exists—or, in

other words, that everything is resolvable into one eternal

Essence, and into one only.

Pantheism, again, so far as I understand this vague expres-
sion, generally means that, whatever the one infinite Essence
or Substance, Avhom Ave call God, may be, the Universe or

all Nature is identical Avith that one God. or again that God
is identical with the UniA^erse (not merely immanent in it).

Dualism, on the other hand, is a term Avhich is generally

employed to express the existence of tAvo co-eternal princi-

ples, neither of Avhich is the product of the other.

But there may be different kinds of IMonism, Pantheism,
and Dualism.

For example, there may be a kind of l\Ionism which consists

in belicAung that matter is the only really existing thing, and
that Spirit is merely a form or modification of Matter.

Again, there may be another kind of Monism which, like

the Monism of the Indian Vedanta, teaches that Spirit is the

only really existing (Sanskrit paramiirthilta) thing, and that

material (jada) forms are merely modifications or illusory

(pratibhasikal manifestations of this one all-pervading Spirit.

Or, again, there may be another kind of Monism Avhich

substitutes the term “Mind” for “Spirit,” maintaining that

l\lind (including, of course, volition) is the only eternally

existing Essence, and that Mind creates or evohms out ot

itself all material organisms, and the Avhole external Avorld.

It should be noted, however, that this idea of Mind is

opposed to the doctrine of Indian philosophers, Avho make
Mind (manas) an internal organ (antah-karana) developed by
and belonging to the perishable body, and occupying an

intermediate position betAveen the organs of perception (such

as the eye, ear, &c.) and the organs of action (such as the

hand, foot, &c.), its sole function being to serA^e as an instru-

ment or inlet of thought to the Spirit.

Again, some Avriters substitute the term “ Soul ” for “ Spirit,”

or employ these tAvo expressions as if they Avere identical.

Peril ap"s the chief objection to the indiscriminate use of

the terms “ Spirit” and “ Soul,” at least in Indian philosophy,

appears to be that our Avord “ Soul ” coiweys the idea of

liability to affections, passions, and feelings, AA'hereas pure

Spirit, according to the Vedanta, is not liable to emotions of

any kind, and does not e\'en possess self-consciousness, or a

sense of individuality. It is Nir-guna, quality-less.
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It is for this reason that the term “ Self” sometimes pre-

ferred to both “ Spirit ” and “ Soul ” by English translators

ol‘ the Sanskrit Avord Atman, seems open to exception.

Finally, I may note here a form of Monism said to be in

favour Avith some European Scientists, Avho maintain that

AAdiat is termed “ Vital Force ” (Sanskrit Prana ?) is the only

existing Essence, and that this all-perAmding Energy evolves

infinite forms of matter Avhich are periodically dissolved,

and by their dissolution furnish a constant succession of raAV

material for the reproduction and perpetuation of life.

Clearly every one of these monistic theories may be
regarded as also pantheistic, so that there Avill be as many
different kinds of Pantheism as of Monism.
As to the term Diiahsm, it is evident that there may be one

kind of Dualism Avhich simply asserts that Spirit and Matter
exist as separate co-eternal substances.

Another kind of Dualism—and this I may remark is the
true Dvaita of Sanskrit philosophers—simply asserts the

duality of Spirit, meaning by the term Dualit}’' that God’s
Spirit and man’s Spirit have had a real separate existence from
all eternity, and aviII continue to have such an existence.

This dualistic tlieory might more suitably be called plural-

istic, inasmuch as it holds that human spirits are not only
distinct from the Supreme Spirit, but from each other, and
are infinitely numerous.

Again, the term Dualism may be used to express the

eternal separate existence of tAvo opposing principles—the

respective originators of good and evil, knoAvledge and igno-

rance— as exemplified in the teaching of Zoroaster, and in

the later philosophy of the Manicheans. The idea may hare
arisen fi'om the supposed impossibility of believing that the

Creator of good is also the Creator of evil ; or else from a simple
belief in the existence of some eternal laAv of antagonism as

a necessary factor in the equilibrium of the UniAmrse.
Turning noAv more particularly to the monistic, pantheistic,

and dualistic theories current in India, I may remark that

there are tAvo Avell-knoAvn Sanskrit philosophical terms, Dvaita
and AdA'aita; of Avhich the tA\m equivalent cognate English
expressions are. Duality and Non-duality.
But in an introduction to the Advaita philosophy, just

published by Pandit DAUvedi, Professor of Sanskrit at

Bhaunagar, the Avord Monism, as Avell as Non-duality
(equivalent, he says, to “ inseparability ”), is used for Advaita.
And I may state that almost every . learned Brahman in

India is a belieAmr in the spiritual Monism of the Vedanta
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philosophy, while materialistic Monism is thought to be the
doctrine of heretics.

The Vedantist, in fact, professes to be more orthodox than
any other teacher, because his belief is founded on the inner
doctrine of the Veda, which, according to him, is absolutely
monistic, and inculcates spiritual Pantheism.

True Brrdimanism, he asserts, lays down as its fundamental
dogma that there is only one really existing Essence, and
that that Essence is pure Spirit.

This dogma is expressed by three Sanskrit words : Elam
eva advitiyam., there is only one Being, no second.’’

In this favourite phrase the one Being is designated by a
neuter termination, yet a Brahman will often apply to that

Being the ancient name Atma (nom. case of Atman), “ the
bi'eathing Spmt,” or “ Breath,”* which is a Sanskrit masculine
noun.

In his daily worship,! too, he Avill often repeat a well-known
hymn of the Rig-veda, which adopts another masculine title

of the one Spirit, namely, Piu’usha (“ the one representative

man ”?), a name Avhich has no trustworthy etymology.
Then he often designates that Being by a very remarkable

name, Sac-cid-ananda, which is a compound word, or three

words combined in one, ending in a masculine termination,

and denoting one Essence, composed of three inherent facul-

ties, “ Existence, Thought, Joy,” which are inseparable.

Sometimes he prefers the simple name Cid (C = our Ch) or

Cit, that is, the faculty of “Thought,” which is a feminine

noun; or again, Caitanya, “abstract Thought,” which is

neuter.

In real truth, however, he most commonly designates the

one Being by a name which is incompatible with all idea of sex.

He calls the one Being Brahma, a neuter word implpng
“ growth,” “ expansion,” “ evolution,” “ universal pervasion.”

It is only when that Being becomes the Evolver that he is

called by a masculine name, Brahma.!
This one eternal neuter Essence (in the Illusion by which it

* I am aware that different etymologies of this word are given, but I

prefer deriving it from the Sanskrit root an, to breathe
; cf. German athem,

t That is, in the Pancayatana ceremony
;
see my Brahmanism and Hin-

duism (John Murray), p. 414. The final act of adoration in this ceremony is

as follows :—Veneration to the infinite and eternal male (Purusha), who
has thousands of names, thousands of forms, thousands of feet, thousands
of eyes, thousands of heads, &c. (see p. 415).

I The masculine deity Brahma is not eternal, but lapses back into the

neuter Brahma. The crude base Brahman (in grammar) stands for both.
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is overspread) is to the external world and to tlie human spirit

Avhat yarn is to cloth, what milk is to curds, what clay is to a
jar.

From him is everything born, in him it breathes, in him it

is dissolved (according to the Sanskrit formula tajjalaii).

The Vedantist’s own personal identitication with the one
universal Spirit is expressed by the two monosyllables Tat
tvam, “ That art thou,” two words which, when combined in

one, stand for all philosophical truth (tattvam).

The number One, indeed, appears to have assumed the
character of a kind of God in the minds of some Indian
thinkers.

Hence we read in the Brihad-aranyaka Upanishad (iv, 5)
that :

—

“ When there is anything like duality there one sees

another, one smells another, one tastes another, one speaks
to another, one hears another, one minds another, one regards
another, one knows another.”

Then this ancient philosophical work, which represents

the views of Indian metaphysicians at least 500 years B.C.,

goes on to assert that the One Infinite Essence “ neither sees,

nor smells, nor tastes, nor speaks, nor hears, nor minds, nor
regards, nor knows.”*
The apparent sternness of ancient Indian Monism seems

to be paralleled by almost identical phases of modern German
philosophical thought. According to Dean Mansel :

—

“ With German philosophers the root of all mischief is the
number two—Self and Not-self, Ego and Non-ego.

‘•The (German) pantheist tells me that I have not a real

distinct existence and unity of my own, but that I am merely
a phenomenal manifestation or an aggregate of many mani-
festations of the one infinite Being.”

Then again, we know that a favourite dogma with all

Asiatic pantheists is. Ex nihilo nihil jit (ndvastuno vastu-

siddhih or a-satah saj jdyeta kutas), “ nothiug is produced out

of nothing so that if there is a Supreme Creator, he cannot
create the external world out of nothing.

Hence he evolves all visible nature out of Himself, and all

nature is Himself.

And is it not the case that some of our own modern
scientists are continually telling us that all Nature is one, and
that mind and matter are inseparable ? or that all the ele-

ments are mere modifications of one element ? or again, that

* Compare Amos v, 21.
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all the forces Avhich act on the elements are mere modifica-
tions of one force

;
or that “ everything is everything else ” ?*

The point to be noticed is that in India the Unity-
theory was ciiiTent many centuries before it Avas even heard
of in Europe, and that there this idea is found to be compati-
ble not only AAUth dnalistio, but Avith the gi'ossest polytheistic,

doctrines and practices.

1 found in fact that, although, in my conversations Avith

learned Bifihmans, they laid the greatest stress on their

dogma, Ekam eva advitlyom, “ there is only one Being, no
second,” they always, AA^hen questioned, admitted the truth

of another Vedantic dogma, Maya-cid-yogo’nCidih, “the union
of the one Essence AA'ith Illusion is fx’om all eternity.” In

other words, the one infinite Essence is associated from all

eternity with Maya, “Illusion ” (also called Avidya, Ignorance),
Avhich is also an eternal Essence, though merely an illusory

(me.

In point of fact the modern Yedantist holds that it is from
this one Illusory Essence, eternally associated u'iih the one Real
Essence, that the whole external universe is eA^oh’-ed.

From this Illusory Essence, too, are evolved the separate

indiA'^idual spirits of men, whose sense of indiAdduality ceases

at the moment AA’hen they deliver themselves from all Illusion

(or Ignorance) and attain a knowledge of the Truth, that is,

of their own identity AA’ith the one spiritual Essence.

Confessedly, moreoA^er, the Advaita or Non-duality of the

^'ed^Ultist amounts practically (that is, in the vydcaharika or

])iactical Avorld) to a kind of Dx^aita or Duality.

It is commonly said that Sankara, the great Yedantist

'J’'eacl:er of the 8th century of our era, AAms a stern upholder
of the Non-duality creed against the Dvaita, or Duality

creed.

On the other hand it is commonly alleged that the chief

teacher of the Duality (DA^aita) doctrine was the great

VaishnaAm teacher MadliA’a, aa-Iio is belieA'ed to have liAmd in

the Ifith century.

Strictly speaking, hoAA'CA^er, the only difference betAveen the

teaching of these tAvo eminent philosophei'S AAms that Sankara
taught that the separate spirits of men AA-ere the product of

an eternal Illusion united from all eternity AA'ith the one
Spiritual Essence, AAdiile IMadhva taught that the spirits of

men had a real eternal existence of their OAvn.

* The President of the Royal Society i»i a recent speecli (juoted this

saying of the eminent chemist Galen.
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It is a question, indeed, whether one form of Dualism, which
ultimately became formulated in the Sankhya system of

philosophy, was not a more ancient belief in India than

Advaita or Non-duahty.
'J’he idea of a second principle, as necessary to the act of

creation, is vaguely implied in a text of the well-known hymn
of the Kig-veda (x, 129), thus ti-anslatable :

—

“ In that one Being arose Desire, Avhich was the primal

germ of Mind, and the subtle bond of connection between
Entity and Nullity.”

Again, in an ancient Brahmana (Satapathabrahmana xiv, 4,

24), as well as in an ancient Dpanishad (Brihad-aranyaka i, 3),

it is affirmed that the “ One Being was not happy being

alone.
“ He wished for a Second.
“He caused his own self to fall in twain, and thus became

husband and wife.”’

A still older idea was the supposed marriage of a

Heavenly Father (Dyo or Dyans) with Mother Earth (Prithivi)

for the creation of gods, men, and all creatures.

When the Sankhya philosophy was formulated its dis-

tinctive characteristic was the assertion of the eternal existence

of two principles

:

1. A Producer or creative germ, named Prakriti (but also

called Maya or “Illusion”), and
2. A Spirit (Purusha).

This Spirit, however, is not one, as in the Vedanta
;
but is

multitudinous, each human spirit existing of itself as an in-

dependent eternal entity.

Neither the Producer nor a Sph'it, however, can create by
itself.

The external Avorld (including the human frame, conscious-

ness, feeling, individuality, and mind) is evolved out of the

eternal creative germ, Prakidti, and yet only so evolved Avhen

an individual eternal spirit is associated with it.

It is abundantly clear, therefore, that the only distinction

between the so-called Unity-theory of the Vedanta and the

Duality of the Sankhya system seems to be that the germ of
the material world has an illusory etenial existence in the

one system, and a real eternal existence in the other.

And if this be so, I think I am justified in asserting that

a kind of dualistic woof CA^erywbere underlies the monistic

and pantheistic wai-p of Indian philosophy.

I may add that such an assertion is borne out by ocular
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observation, for it is certain that the idolatrons Avorship of
the Ling-a and Yoni*—united in one image and symbolizing
the mysterious union of the tAvo creatiA'e principles—meets
the eye of obserA^ant traA-ellers in every part of India.

And this is not all—the student of Indian philosophical

thought, AA'ho has been brought into actual contact Avith the
religious life and usages of the inhabitants of India in

their oaa'ii country, Avill obserA^e in every Aullage, and
almost in every nook and corner of the land, illustrations of
the remarkable fact that the IMonism and Pantheism of the
Vedanta are compatible A\’ith all Amrieties of religious belief

—

noAA’ AA-ith Theism—noAv Avith Deism—noAV Avith Dualism

—

noAA' AA'ith Triadism—that is, A\dth the AA’orship of the Indian
Triad (AATongly called the Indian Trinity), Brahma, Vishnu, and

8iva, the three gods aa'Iio, A\dth their AA’iAms, preside over
creation, presei’A'ation, and dissolution respecth’ely—and noAv

Avith all the grosser polytheism, polydemonism, and fetishism

associated AA'ith these three chief deities of the Hindu Pantheon.
Time AA'ill not admit of my going into this impoidant sub-

ject at any greater length; it aamII be sufficient for me to

state that, according to Indian philosophers, the one Being-

delights in manifesting his Essence in A'arious foi-ms.

He also delights in ignoring himself for a time, so that any
one of his forms may do homage to another, as to a superior

Being, or deal practically AA'ith another as A\nth a distinct

Being.

This alone AA'ill account for the multiplicity of diA'ine mani-
festations (popularly thought to be 330 millions), Avorshipped

or honoured as gods, although the number represented by
images is not large.

And here, too, lies the secret of the great difficulty of

Christianizing India according to the true meaning of Chris-

tianity.

For, according to the Bi-rdimanical theory. Chnstianity is to

be accepted as an example of the one Being’s many mani-
festations suited to Europeans.

Its excellence is CA'en sometimes admitted
;

at any rate I

found that AA'henever I succeeded in pointing out to thoughtful

men the fundamental differences betAveen the religion of

Christians and that of Hindus, the reply generally Avas that

both might be true, according to the doctrine taught by one
of the oldest texts of the Rig-\'eda (1-164, 46), Ekam sad

* Only those who ha\'e studied Indian religions are likely' to know
that these symbols represent the phallic emblem (linga) and the emblem
of the opposite sex (yoni) united.
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Vipra bahudha vadanti. “ Sages declare that the one Essence

manifests himself in various ways
;
” just as (according to a

later illustration) the metal gold, though really preser\dug

the unity of its nature everywhere, assumes different forms,

names, and uses in different places.

I must not conclude my remarks without adverting more
particularly to the theory of the existence of good and cauI

spirits—the respective sources of good and evil.

It is well known that the eternal existence of a good and
evil piinciple is a kind of Dualism, which is generally regarded

as a distinguishing feature of the Zoroastrian philosophy.

The idea, hoAvever, is by no means exclusively Zoroastrian.

The continual conflict between good and evil spirits is a

dominant idea in many other religious systems.

In Sankara’s commentary on tlie Chandogya Upanishad

(p. 26, 11. 2-8) there is a remarkable passage, describing the

constant struggle between good and eAul, knowledge and
ignoi’ance.

All Sanskrit literature, too, teems with descriptions of the

battle coutiuually going on between gods and evil demons

;

and images of the chief gods of the Hindu Pantheon fre-

quently represent them in the act of crushing their demon-
antagonists.

Krishna (a form of Vishnu) is often. seen bruising the head
of the malignant serpent Kiiliya, and Siva tramples, during a
kind of wild dance, on the prostrate body of the arch-fiend

Tripura.

As regards the Dualism of Zoroaster, I venture to siibmit

briefly to this Society the explanation of it given to me by
the learned Parsis of Bombay (esj^ecially by Mr. K. R. Cama).

Let me first remark that we read in the Gathas, that Zoro-
aster began his mission by declaring that :

“ In the beginning
there were two spirits—each active. These are the good
and the base in thought, word, and deed.” “ I Avflll declare

the two primeval spirits of the world, of whom the better

One thus spoke to the eAul Oue—‘Neither our minds, nor our
doctrines, nor our understandings, nor our belief, nor our
words, nor our actions, nor our laAVs, nor our souls agree.’

”

The explanation given to me Avas that Zoroaster, although a

believer in one Supreme Being, and a teacher of Monotheism,
set himself to account for the existence of eAul, which could
not have its source in an all-Avise Creator.

He, therefore, taught thattwo opposite—but not opposing

—

principles or forces, Avhich he calls “ T wins,” were inherent in

the nature of the Supreme Being, called by him Ahura Mazda
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(or in Persian Ormazd), and emanated from that Being, just

as in Hinduism, Vishnu and Siva emanate from the Supreme
Being Brahma.
These two forces were set in motion by Ahura IMazda, as

his appointed mode of maintaining the continuity of the
Universe.

The one Avas constructive, the other destructiA’e.

One created and composed.
The other disintegrated and decomposed, but only to co-

operate Avith the creative piiuciple by providing fresh raw
material for the Avork of re-composition.

Hence there could be no neAv life Avithout death, no exist-

ence AArithout non-existence.

Hence, also, according to Zoroaster, there Avas originally no
really antagonistic force of evil opposed to good.
The creatiA'e energy Avas called Ahura i\Iazda’s beneficent

spirit (Spento-i\lainyus), and the destructive force Avas called

his maleficent spirit (Angro-^Iainyus, afteiwards corrupted
into Ahriman), but only because the idea of eAul is connected
AAdth dissolution.

The tAvo spirits were merely antagonistic in name.
They were in reality co-operative and mutually helpful.

They Avere essential to the alternating processes of con-

struction and dissolution, thi-ough which cosmical being Avas

perpetuated.

The only real antagonism was that alternately brought
about by the free agent, man, Avho could hasten the Avork of

destruction or retard the work of construction by his OAvn acts.

It is therefore held that the so-called dualistic doctrines of

Zoroaster Avere compatible AAuth the absolute unity of the

one God (symbolized especially by Fire).

Ultimately, hoAvever, Zoroastrianism crystallized into a

hard and uncompromising dualism.

That is to say, in process of time, Spento-Mainyus became
merely another name for Ahura iMazda, as the eternal

principle of good, Avhile Angro-J\Iainyus or Ahriman became
altogether dissociated from i^hura Mazda, and couAmrted into

an eternal principle of eAul.

These two jirinciples were belieA’ed to be the sources of

two opposite creations AA:hich Avere incessantly at Avar.

On the one side was a celestial hierarchy, at the head of

Avhich was Ormazd
;
on the other side, a demoniacal, at the

head of Avhich Avas Ahriman.
They are as opposed to each other as light to darkness,

falsehood to truth.
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1

The whole energy of a religions Indian Parsi in the present

day is concentrated on the endeavour to make himself—so

to speak—demon-proof, and this he considers can only be
accomplished by absolute pnrity symbolized by whiteness.

He is ever on his guard against bodily defilement, and
never goes out to his daily occupations withont first putting

on a sacred white shirt and a sacred wiiite girdle. Even the

most highly educated, enlightened, and Anglicized Parsis

are rigorous observers of this custom, though it seems
probable that their real creed has little in common with the

old and snperstitions belief in demons and evil spirits, but
rather consists in a kind of cold monotheistic pantheism.

How far Zoroastriau dualism had alfected the religious

opinions of the Babylonians at the time of the Jewish cap-

tivity is doubtful, but that the Hebrew prophets of those

days had to reckon Avith dualistic ideas seems probable from
Isaiah xlv, 6 :

“ I am the Lord, and there is none else. I

form the light and create darkness. I make peace and create

evil. I, the Lord, do all these things.” The New Testament,
on the other hand, might be thought by a superficial reader

to lend some support to dualistic doctrines, inasmuch as it

asserts the personality of Satan, and takes for granted the

existence of evil spirits hostile to the spirits of men.
I need scarcely, however, point out that the Bible account

of the ongin, nature, and destiny of Satan and his angels

differs, ioto coelo, from the Zoroastrian description of Ahriman
and his host.

Nor need I add that the various monistic, pantheistic, and
dualistic theories, briefly indicated by me in this paper, are

utterly at variance with the Christian doctrine of a Personal,

Eternal, and Infinite Being existing and working outside man
and outside the material universe which He has Himself
created, and controlling both, and in the case of human
beings working not only outside man but in and through him.

Our Church of England Prayer Book tells us in one place

that God “ made all things of nothing,”* and this, no doubt, is

the meaning we give to the word “ create ” in the first chapter
of Genesis. But Ave are nowhere told, either in the Bible or

Prayer Book, that, having created material germs on the one
hand and the spirits of men on the other. He Avilled to endoAv
these tAvo distinct creations with an eternal independent
separate existence and an independent capacity for self-

evolution.

* See the third prayer at the end of the Marriage Service
; and com-

pare Psalm xc, 2.
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We knoAV, indeed, that God is Spirit {UveviJia 6 0e6s).
and that, having created man’s spirit with a separate person-
ality of its own, He has endowed it Avitli moral free agency;
that is, with the power to clioose or reject the good or the evil.

We know, too, that this freedom of choice is held by acute
thinkers to furnish a sufficiently satisfactory explanation of
the origin of evil without having recourse to the Indian
method of solving the difficulty through the doctrine of

metempsychosis. But the exact relationship of man’s spirit to

material organization is not revealed to us. Nor can we tell

whether the dissolution ot man’s body at death releases his .

spirit fi'om all connection with even the subtlest fonns of

matter, so that an intermediate conscious existence of entire

separation from matter is possible to it. But compare
Butler's Analogy, Part I, Ch. 1.

What we may surely believe is that God is always creating,

and that out of His eternal Workshop (if I may so speak
reverently) are for ever issuing new spirits and new material

forms.

Surely, too, we must believe that God is for ever super-

intending and supporting His creations; and that not a
single spirit and not a single material atom can exist for a

single instant without His upholding and \dvifying power.
We Christians, at any rate, who feel that we depend on

our Creator for life and breath and all things, may surely so

interpret the words of Christ, “ My Father woi'keth hitherto

and I work.”

Postscript.

The Brrdimanical expression for the One Infinite Being
(Sac-cid-ananda, see p. 4) has been compared with the

Christian statement of God’s tri-une nature—God is Life

(Sat), God IS Light (i.e., absolute Intelligence = Cit or Chit),

and God is Love—but the difference between “God is Joy
(Ananda)” and “God is Love” must be noted. The sacredness

of the number three in all Eastern systems is remarkable. In

tills connexion I have heard it stated that there are not a

few cases in which three seems to exhaust all that can be

conceived of any subject, e.g.. Past, Present, and Future, of

time
;
Length, Breadth, and Height, of space

;
Solid, Liquid,

and Gaseous, of matter; and not less than three lines (a

triangle) enclose a space.
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